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Laser Ranging to the Moon 
  

How Evolving Technology 
Enables New Science; And… 
How Do Ideas Come About. 



Measurement Capability – 

The Enabler of Scientific Progress 





I have always enjoyed 
building things… 





   “The stumbling way in which even the ablest of 
scientists in every generation have had to fight 
through thickets of erroneous observations, 
misleading generalizations, inadequate 
formulations and unconscious prejudice is 
rarely appreciated by those who obtain their 
scientific knowledge from text books.” 

 
   James Bryant-Conant (1940), President of Harvard University; 

and also a very good chemist.  



    “It is almost a miracle that modern teaching 
methods have not yet entirely strangled the holy 
curiosity of inquiry; for what this delicate little 
plant needs more than anything, beside 
stimulation, is freedom.” 

 
                                                  A. Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist. 
                                   The Living Philosophers, Inc., Illinois (1949) 
                      
 
                                     



The Indiana University Period 

•  Milo Sampson, Ken Ford…go to Princeton 
•  Where’s that 
•  That’s were Einstein lives 
•  Richard Eden 



The Princeton Period 1955-1963 
Remembered Colloquiums 

•  Wu (Columbia)…Parity Violation 
•  Weber (Maryland)…Gravity Waves 
•  R.V. Jones (Aberdeen)…Design of Apparatus 
•  Bohr (Copenhagen)… 
•  … 
•  Javan (MIT)…He-Ne Gas Laser 



 
Swain Hall Graffiti  

(Men’s Room, Princeton Mathematics Department circa 1960) 

        2+2 = 5 
 …for large values of 2 











 
            Hycon Eastern… became Itek 
     
[Were trying to measure g interferometrically 
using a using a Meggers Hg 198 spectral 
lamp for the light source to permit submarine 
navigation] 

















… 





I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this  
decade is out, of landing a man on the Moon and returning him safely to the  
Earth. No single space project...will be more exciting, or more impressive to  

mankind, or more important...and none will be so difficult or expensive to  
accomplish...".  

 
President John F. Kennedy, May 1961 





Dicke group evening meetings 















“A month or two in the laboratory will save you 
an hour in the library.” 

                                   Experimental Physicist’s Motto 











   In 1963 moved to JILA where I told Peter 
Bender and Jan Hall about my idea for 
lunar laser ranging. 











    LURE (Lunar Ranging Experiment)  
      Team was created in 1965 
 
 

                                                            



  The Lunar Laser Ranging effort was 
proposed as an Apollo experiment in 
December of 1965 





  Because of NASA’s interest in 
including a astronaut-undemanding 
and passive experiment in the 
Apollo 11 scientific payload, the 
Lunar Ranging Experiment was 
accepted.  



Wet Sand 





Apollo 17 







Here show Apollo Corner Cube 



There was a  
fabrication  
problem 



  Lunokhod  (the First, ”0”)      
…blew up on the launch  
pad in February of 1969 

  
 
  [This was 5 months prior to Apollo 11’s lunar landing !] 



    Apollo 11, July 20,1969 



   Astronaut Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. carries the 
lunar seismometer and the laser reflector 
experiments toward a level spot on the 
lunar surface 





















   And what role did the Lick observations 
play…?   They contributed an important 
“existence theorem” that the array was 
working! 











Lunokhod 1, November 1970 
                [Luna 17] 





  Apollo 14 February 5,1971 







    Apollo 15, July 31, 1971 







But only 13 years later… 



  Lunokhod 2, January 1973 
               [Luna 21] 



























They’re not “Allstate” but for lunar laser ranging the Apache Point  
Observatory  rangers are the “Good Hands” people 



Benediction 











           It is oftentimes difficult to recognize the source of a problem 



“More things are known than 
are actually true.” 

                            J. R. Pierce 





“I HAVE LITTLE PATIENCE WITH SCIENTISTS WHO TAKE 

A BOARD OF WOOD, LOOK FOR ITS THINNEST PART, AND 

DRILL A GREAT NUMBER OF HOLES WHERE DRILLING IS EASY.” 

      ALBERT EINSTEIN 



   Henry Cavendish, were he alive today,  
would describe the Lunar Laser Ranging 
Experiment by using the same words he 
used in regard to his (1778) “Experiment 
to Determine the Density of the Earth” 
namely, “The apparatus is very simple.” 



   And were Einstein alive today, he would 
simply say, in spite of its apparent 
simplicity, “The Lunar Laser Ranging 
Experiment is a Thick Board!”  



Thanks for listening. 


